
Brand Manifesto
Effective treatment & effective protection against more  
allergies than any other antihistamine. 

Whether it’s hayfever, dust allergies, pet allergies, food  
allergies, skin allergies, insect bites or prickly heat, 
we cover all of them. 

There’s no allergy that Piriton that can’t deal with.

A million allergies. One Piriton.
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Problem

Antihistamine competition has become more intense over the years 
as more and more brands and players have entered the market.  
Each brand claims to offer more sustained efficacy and also non 
drowsy options.

Piri



Insight

Piri

Piriton is the one solution for every allergy 
The idea is to reference the alphabet through the ads as Piriton has a 
solution for every allergy from a to z.

“Every symptom, solved”



Strategy & Solution

Piri

Women generally make the product decisions when selecting  
medicines for the family and partners. So, we are aiming  
predominantly at women from 18 to 65. 
 
By using the alphabet as the main focal point of the campaign, it  
allows the audience to relate simplicity and options to Piriton as  
everybody has used or at least heard the phrase ‘Plan from A to Z’
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Deployment

Piri

18-30

31-45

45-65

Social Media

Social Media, Digital,  
OOH & Print
OOH & Print

Instagram & Facebook

Facebook, Banner, Billboards & 
Housekeeping Magazine
Billboards &  
Housekeeping Magazine

Age Channel Platform



Instagram

shortest copy, targeting younger audiences



Facebook

targeting majority of audience



Mumsnet Banner 

targeting parents through trustworthy website



Billboard #1

underground placement for audience travelling to work / shopping etc.



Billboard #2

underground placement for audience travelling to work / shopping etc.



Bus stop #1

bus stop, longer copy whilst waiting for bus or passing through high street



Bus stop #2

bus stop, longer copy whilst waiting for bus or passing through high street



Magazine Print

parents reading housekeeping magazines, likely to have kids or own pets 


